Kim Smith & Peter Richmond

Kim and Peter from the Teaching Technology Support team this year developed and implemented their own Christmas shutdown schedule and successfully saved energy over this period. This saved the University a total of 1380KwH.

Chris Jones

The help that Chris gives the Graduation Ceremony Team is invaluable. His team are well briefed on their responsibilities to ensure the ceremonies run smoothly. He and his team are always polite and courteous to the students and their families and are always more than happy to go above and beyond.

The Kitchen Team

Following an incredibly busy and hectic summer, it was felt the level of hard work, long hours, and commitment shown by the team should be rewarded. It was a great effort by the whole team and every single person played their part, going the extra mile to ensure things ran smoothly with each event.

John Moran

John is consistently a fantastic example of a member of staff living our values. He is the first person people approach if they require help or support, always seeking to find a way to say ‘yes’, rather than ‘no’. This has been confirmed twice this year when John has been called into work out of hours (including during the night). John attended without any second thoughts.